President Park Names Eleven Seniors to National Society

Candidates Must Meet National Standards of C.C.'s Delta Chapter

Formal announcement of the ten new-elected members of Phi Beta Kappa was made by President John E. Freeman at the annual Convocation on Tuesday, Feb. 27th.

For further details, see the students' list of names, which was published in the American Statesman.

Redcliffe to Offer Management Course

Several fellowshipships of Radcliffe College, Cambridge 36, Mass.

Religious to Offer Management Course

Two fall fellowshipships of Radcliffe College, Cambridge 36, Mass., will be awarded to young women in the Radcliffe College Management Training Program, a one-year graduate course in personnel and management administration, for the academic year 1953-1954.

The program offers six months of classroom work in business administration, as well as the opportunity to work under the direction of the Harvard Business School faculty in the field of management problems and objective-and-action teaching. Students may register for summer classes.

The program includes the study of management, personnel, and accounting, and is designed to prepare students for careers in business and industry, government service, or other occupations.

Applications are available from the Radcliffe College Registrar, Cambridge 36, Mass.

See "Religious"—Page 5
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American in Paris To Play on Campus

The film, "American in Paris," starring Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Oscar Levant, and George Balanchine, will be presented in the Davis Center Group on Sunday, March 10, at 7:30 p.m.

For further information, see "Religious"—Page 5

Linder Offers Talks on Work Opportunities

With spring vacation fast approaching, it is time to start making plans for the summer, and a job. In the next three weeks Miss Linder of the Personnel Bureau will visit each dorm and talk to each group about what opportunities are available. She will give suggestions on how to spend your summer profitably.

The schedule for these talks is:

- Monday, February 25—Knavel 11
- Wednesday, February 27—Winton 6
- Tuesday, February 26—Clifton 10
- Thursday, February 28—Winton 6
- Wednesday, March 3—Thursdays

There will be no talks given in Freeman, Smith, or the Business Office. If you have any questions that you feel could improve the situation, please write to Linder in campus mail.

March 1 is Deadline For Library Contest

Don't forget to complete your entry for the Personal Library Contest before March 1. If you have an interesting idea, you will be notified when you have been selected.

See "Religious"—Page 5

Avoid Fines, Loss Of Privileges by Returning Books

The Library Committee reminds you that library privileges are suspended when fines are paid. "Suspension of privileges" means that you are not permitted to use the books in the library until fines are paid.

When a book becomes overdue, the student receives the first notice within two days. If the book is overdue two weeks or more, the student is suspended and may not use the library until the book is returned and the fine paid.

For further information, see "Religious"—Page 5

Reviewers Praises Four Senior Recitals on Piano and Organ

by Norma Nett

Last week four members of the major which she interpreted with great warmth and freedom. De-

bussy’s Prelude, L’assurance of its popularly known order was performed by Py. The orchestra was conducted by

de Puck was played in a spritely and provocative manner.
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Faculty Do Care

Skits-o-Frenia of 1952 is now a thing of the past and the borrowed jeanse and slickers the make-up and the chewing gum have once again been stored away for another four years. Yet the audience who witnessed last Friday's performance will not quickly forget that example of faculty antics and good humor.

For Skits-o-Frenia was evidence indeed of many great things concerning the relationship between the student body and the faculty. Through the show, students were given the opportunity to see a side of their professors which they do not often see or, rather, do not attempt to see. Frequently students, bewailing the so-called "inhuman attitude" of their professors, seem certain that they "don't understand" or "just don't care.

Yet anyone who viewed Friday's show could not help but feel that if there is any breach between the faculties, a part of that difficulty must lie with the students; the faculty has proved that it does recognize student problems and that it does care, if given the opportunity. The way in which the faculty showed its ability to laugh at itself and to devote its time to a night of entertainment was proof of their understanding and interest. The crowded auditorium and the wholehearted student support equally evidenced student-cooperation. On that night, students and faculty were one.

Before we can entirely pack Skits-o-Frenia away, I believe that the cast should be congratulated for the time and effort which went into making the faculty show a success in every respect. The performance left us with but one regret—that it only happens every four years.

Free Speech

A Forum of Opinion from On and Off the Campus

The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the News Edilitor, Sally Wing '53

It would take us from now until June to discuss each event, show, and song fest the faculty has been involved in. Consequently, we must resort to news to commmunicate with those who were in any way connected with the musical programs. The shows couldn't have gone on without those who were in any way connected with the performances. Without your continued effort and those who were in any way connected with the shows, many thanks to all of you!

Sincerely yours,

War Services Committee
Student Building Committee

CABINET

The Cabinet meeting was called to order by Louise Durfee, on February 20, at 5:30.

A motion was made that freshmen be given 1:30 permission for the Mid-Winter Formal on February 23. The motion was carried.

The motion of last week stating that freshmen be represented on the Honor Court was voted on. The motion was carried.

Barbara Gueinzius asked the Cabinet to appoint an election committee that would have student Government Elections Barhara contact the student body with the slogans of the candidates. She also noted that the hour when elections might be held was shorter than in another part. Cabinet suggested that petitions be returned to the Student Government Committee.

The North Atlantic Council at its meeting at present in London makes emotional gestures, urges the meeting of the European Community, and projects a Union of a United Europe. With its two new members, Turkey and Greece, now having their seats, there is a total of 11 nations throwing their best efforts into a satisfactory settlement of many complex problems facing the Western world. The NATO now extends territorially from the Soviet-Norwegian border in the Arctic to Turkey's eastern frontier along the Soviet Cau-

The immediate hope is to bring Western Germany into the European Community on an equal basis and to reform it within a supranational force—Europe's Defense Force. The meeting of the three Western Foreign Ministers of London with Germany's Chancellor Adenauer earlier last week made some important steps in this direction. The biggest problem here was a historical one, when the French realized Germany's acceptance into NATO rather than being left to rebuilt the Rhineland. France then realized that Germany was just too powerful to be left alone, and the last step was NATO.

The problem of admitting German to the NATO without making her a full-fledged member was settled. As it stands now the plan is to have the six nations of the European Defense Community act as a unit from time to time to take on the role of a "union of states" and decide. The Germans will vote in NATO, but not on the question of German reunification. France would have to accept a "peace contract" that the United States and Britain have for years. No one could expect France to make any progress in this complex of the London discussions in January. As a result of the agreement the four powers now arrived at there is definite hope that such a contractual agreement may be completed in the next six weeks. The conclusion of those aims will bring NATO well on its way to accomplishing its purpose of security and a new peaceful order.

Secretary of State Acheson in his recent inauguration of the North Atlantic Council meeting in London, putting forth as the purpose of the Council that it as a means of making the military machinery of the Western world more potent than at present. He stated that since its first meeting in 1949 the organization has made good progress.

On May 15, 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was formed in Brussels. The purpose is to foster and to preserve peace and security of the North Atlantic world by reaffirming faith in the purposes and principles of the UN. It is designed to strengthen the collective military defense of the nations of the Atlantic world. The force of the Atlantic Alliance was put to this test of the Federal German rearmament. The Allied purpose is to have the six nations of the European Defense Community act as a union from time to time to take on the role of a "union of states" and decide. The Germans will vote in NATO, but not on the question of German reunification. France would have to accept a "peace contract" that the United States and Britain have for years. No one could expect France to make any progress in this complex of the London discussions in January. As a result of the agreement the four powers now arrived at there is definite hope that such a contractual agreement may be completed in the next six weeks. The conclusion of those aims will bring NATO well on its way to accomplishing its purpose of security and a new peaceful order.

The proposed flag of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization will look a little like the American flag. NATO will be able to demonstrate to the people of the world the power of those objects of the powerful international coaliti-
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Eleven Phi Betes Reveal Their Futures

Interviews with the eleven members of Phi Beta Kappa in the class of 1952 disclose that the majority of them have been quite active extra-curricularly during their undergraduate days here at CC, in addition to attaining the high scholastic average which was prerequisite to their election.

As yet, the location is not definite, although she is considering the Fairfield County vicinity. As for their plans for the future, they revealed a wide scope of activities, ranging from marriage to further study in graduate schools.

NATALIE COMEN

Enjoying the distinction of being one of very few Latin majors at Connecticut, Natalie Comen, a senior from Bridgeport, plans to teach in high school next year. As yet the location is not definite, although she is considering the Fairfield County vicinity.

JAN WELL

A History major from Lincoln, Neb., Jan Well plans to drive to California this summer with fellow Freeman seniors H. Liz Harklton and Libby Meyers. While there the girls may look for jobs. Jan hoping to find one in research of some sort.

NANCY ELDREDGE

A transfer from Hartford Junior College and a native of Rockville, Conn., Nancy Eldredge worked in Hartford in radio and television for two years before coming to Connecticut. A History major here at CC, her plans for next year are as yet uncertain, although she will probably go into magazine work.

PAT AHEARN

A Zoology major from Bethpage, N. Y., Joan Strachan has honors from several chemistry courses at CC. Although her plans are as yet undefined, she plans to teach high school English for a year, and then possibly go on to graduate school.

SARA BACKES

From Wallingford, Conn., Chem major Sally Backes has received honors from several chemistry societies for her work in chemistry while here at CC. Sally hopes to go to graduate school next year, but her choice of a school is as yet indefinite.

RUTH GARDNER

Ruth Gardner, a Zoology major who hails from Middletown, Conn., is planning to go to the Yale University Nursing School next year. A major's degree from that institution will lead her eventually to supervisory work in nursing.

PAULINE GRISCH

A K.B. senior from Windsor, Conn., Pauline Grisch is a Chemistry major. Although she has the unique distinction of having enough credits for a major in both Math and French as well. As for her post-graduation plans, Pauline hopes to do chemical research.

SARAH FAY

A History major from Madison, Wis., Mary Faye hopes to go to graduate school in the field of radio or television this summer. She will then possibly go on to study the History of the World. Mary hopes to teach high school English or history for a year and then possibly go on to graduate school in the History of Art.

JOAN STRACHAN

A Zoology major from Bethpage, N. Y., Joan Strachan has no definite plans as yet for a job next year, although she hopes to enter the field of radio or television.

MARY HARRISON

Another new Phi Beta who plans to spend the summer in Europe Pat will return to Connecticut in October to engage in laboratory work. Pat plans to go to graduate school at Harvard, although she hopes to teach high school English for a year and then possibly go on to graduate school.
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COTTON DRESSES

Too early to buy them?

Not at all — Vacation time is sooner than you think
Judy Brown, Connie has initiated a series of special "arty weekend programs" designed to provide interviews with students and their weekend dates as well as recordings of the performances of various singing groups.

A member of Wig and Candle, Connie holds the position of Chairwoman of Costumes. She has worked on such productions as The Glass Menagerie, and she has also taken part in several Play Production plays. Most noteworthy among these are Ham, in which Connie played the lead, and Everyman, in which she played the role of God. Connie’s dramatic honors extend back to her freshman year Competitive Play, when she played the lead in her class’ production of Shall We Join the Ladies.

A native of Hackensack, New Jersey, Connie is a graduate of the Northfield School for Girls, and is majoring in government. Her plans for the future include a career either in radio or in teaching.

Now busily engaged in dispensing her duties as Director of Competitive Play, Connie has been encouraged in choosing a play, organizing subcommittees, directing rehearsals and generally seeing that the sophomores will give a smooth performance on February 25. With Connie as their guide, the sophomores will certainly stand a fair chance of winning that all-important silver cup.

**JEANNIE EACKER**

A most ambitious junior with a flair for drama, music and extra-curricular activities is Jeannie Eacker, who comes from Weston, Massachusetts, and who is a graduate of the Winsor School for Girls. An American History major, Jeannie is a resident of Jamaica

Joan of Lorraine. The juniors’ play director is Eugenia Eacker. Members of the cast include: Joyce Heissenbuttel, Arvilla Kendall, Frederica Schneider, Doris Demarest, who has been designated as director of the Sophomore Competitive Play. Connie’s blue eyes, blonde hair and pleasant smile would lead you to believe that she didn’t have a care in the world, but a glance at her extra-curricular activities suffices to prove that appearances are deceiving.

Connie serves as Chairman of Programs for stations WNLC and WCN, which means that she is responsible for all campus radio productions and for those college.
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Addams—that is, when she isn’t attending one of her seemingly endless meetings.

Jeannie’s list of activities is a truly impressive one which includes such highlights as membership in Glee Club, serving as Fire Chief for the college and being Stage Manager for Wig and Candle. Jeannie also served as assistant stage manager for Christmas Pageant, and she will take part in the dramatic portion of next year’s Five Arts program. In addition to this, Jeannie is scheduled to be Director of the annual Fath-

**Ah! Spring!**

—no better time to save a buck

by GREYHOUND
Caught on Campus

Christina Schmidt, a junior from Marysville, Washington, has announced her engagement to Peter Stevens of Plainfield, New Jersey. They met at Connecticut College two years ago when the Yale and Connecticut Glee Clubs were singing at a function there. Peter graduated from Yale with the class of '51. Present Lois' roommate, Pat McCabe, vertissement with a crisp, yet delicate sweetness which, as in the Mendelssohn mentioned above, is lightened by a fugal middle section. Ann played Viennese Viertelvertissement with a crisp, yet delicate sweetness which is one of the most difficult to achieve on the organ. The program closed with Franck's Chorale No. 3 in B minor. The piece is long and sectional but by creating a feeling of always moving forward and by never allowing the motion to stop altogether, Ann kept interest from lagging and brought the program to an impressive ending.

Senior Recitals

(Continued from Page One)

arked the solidity and sureness displayed in the rest of her program. In the Bach chorale Prelude, Wachet Auf, Ann played with a flowing motion that made the intricate work sound effortless. Max Roger's Benedictus has a heavy sweetness which, as in the Mendelssohn mentioned above, is lightened by a fugal middle section. Ann played Viennese Viertelvertissement with a crisp, yet delicate sweetness which is one of the most difficult to achieve on the organ. The program closed with Franck's Chorale No. 3 in B minor. The piece is long and sectional but by creating a feeling of always moving forward and by never allowing the motion to stop altogether, Ann kept interest from lagging and brought the program to an impressive ending.
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 33...THE SHEEP

"They can't pull the wool over my eyes!"

They tried to fool him with the "quickie-trick" cigarette mildness tests—but he wouldn't go astray!

We know as well as he there's only one fair way to test cigarette mildness. And millions of smokers agree!

It's the sensible test...the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke, on a day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments. Once you've tried Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throut, T for Taste), you'll see why...

After all the Mildness Tests...

Camel leads all other brands by billions

ELEANOR SHOP

HOME ARTS CORNER


COLLECTOR'S ITEM!

The passion for collecting is one of the most universal urges. Small boys are known to be bird's egg collectors, and little girls have their doll's house furniture, such as stamps, coins, rare prints, and match covers. We even know one person who gathers string spools of course, you're familiar with Daum's magnificent characters or was obsessed by pieces of string. But our subject for today happens to be college girls—and one of the most useful as well as ornamental objects they collect are sweaters. Manufacturing companies have arranged to provide you with the same color with which you started. (And deliciously bright colors they are, too.) Whether you buy this yarn... YOU CAN MATCH ANY COLOR... ANY TIME... ANYWHERE. You can buy "BOTANY" BRAND DYE-LOT YARNS at

ELEANOR SHOP

HOME ARTS CORNER

Phle Betla Lead

(Continued from Page One)

In 1955 the Delta of ConnecticutChapter of Phi Beta Kappa was established at Connecticut College, during the administration of President Kinnear Blunt. It was decided, in 1956, that election to the society would be made at the end of the first semester of the senior year, on the basis of three and one-half years work, in order to bring the desired recognition to its members while they are still in school.
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Interpretation. Even the lazy summer months don't seem capable of dimming Jeanie's ambition, for she served last year as swimming instructor at a camp in Maine and will be head of waterfront activities at the Dedham Day Camp this summer.

Jeanie's big project at the moment is her directorship of the Junior Competitive Play, which is scheduled for Friday, February 29. Jeanie's every moment has been devoted recently to organizing the production staff, and to breathe the Junior play which she describes as "an unusual comedy—quite modern". It is one-act and containing eight characters. 

Jeanie's secret is more than well-qualified. She undertakes this directorship in view of the fact that she handled scenery and props for her class competitive play last year (the winner, by the way!). As for the future, Jeanie has decided on a career in occupational therapy, a field which has long interested her, and she will probably enroll at the Boston School of Occupational Therapy after her graduation from CC. A notable ambition—no, that's just what Jeanie has plenty of!

As for the future, Jeanie has decided on a career in occupational therapy—a field which has long interested her, and she will probably enroll at the Boston School of Occupational Therapy after her graduation from CC. A notable ambition—no, that's just what Jeanie has plenty of!

Western Europe and the European Defense Community have been approved by the Council. Mr. Acheson expresses the immediate problems to be the building of military strength as rapidly as possible and the encouraging of economic and moral strength in order that any challenge can be met successfully. It must fill a gap that could be a fatal temptation to autocratic power. The hope for the Western world lies in the unity and strength of the NATO in order that the olive branch may survive over the shield and the sword as the primary symbol in the present world crisis.
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News Tryouts
All those interested in trying out for the reporting staff of NEWS, don't forget. Tryouts are due this Friday, February 29.

The Play Directors
(Continued from Page Four)
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